Health-Care Provision, Politics and Political Science: A Commentary
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Introduction

Health and its provision through medical science and health-care services are usually taken for granted mostly in the wider social environment, and usually in the academic milieus. This short article wishes to explore the relationship between health-care provision policy and politics, and the importance of political science for this pursuit. Despite the methodological and epistemological importance of the issue, it confines itself in a few pages, and consists of two main sections one examining health-care provision as a political issue and one presenting the relation of health-care provision analysis to political science, closing with a third section of recapitulation and brief concluding remarks.

What Makes Heath Care Provision a Top Political Issue?

Contemporary and indeed modern states often provide for a wide range of needs of their citizens and/or inhabitants. This wide range of provision may last from ‘cradle to grave’ and include: child-care; education and training; employment assistance; income/social security responding to incapacity to earn either due to illness, accident, disability, unemployment or old age; housing; personal social services; and indeed health-care, all of which are usually (alongside their combination and interdependence) collectively called ‘social policy’. Health-care alongside social security and education is one of the ‘big three’ spenders in advanced welfare states such as the UK (http://www.polity.co.uk/shortintroductions/samples/dean-sample.pdf), whereas modern (and not only) states have (had) to spend inter alia for defence; infrastructure, energy and the environment; justice, law and order; science, research and development; heritage, civilisation and culture; etc. too. Therefore, spending for social services (to which health care is included, and has to compete with other aspects of such spending) becomes a matter of resource allocation—not to mention how high resources will be in any state or polity. This question of resource allocation (and collection) is plagued by needs assessment; demands and quests; ideology and aspirations; interests and hopes, etc. turning decision making to a cumbersome drill related to priorities that are purely political.

Focusing upon our main area of interest, health-care provision, we observe it can be set through any kind of health service, while it aims at the acquisition and maintenance of ‘health’ or else not just at the absence of disease or infirmity, but of a sound and ‘well-being’ condition of dynamism assisting at happiness and the fulfilment of hopes and aspirations [1, 2]. This is best pursued through the five-fold of prevention (avoidance of disease and/or illness), promotion (of a healthy and active life), therapeutic intervention (as to combat illness, mostly within hospital premises), pharmaceutical treatment (as to keep activities and abilities close to normal, mostly out of hospital but well monitored by experts), and rehabilitation (as to return to ‘normal’ once therapeutic intervention is over, but with some kind of ailment remaining, e.g. through physiotherapy). It should be however noted, that any kind of reaction to illness (and/or the potential reasons-causes of it) takes place in a certain social and political environment plagued by inequalities concerning living and working conditions, dietary abilities and habits, air quality, occupational hazards, knowledge about the said issues etc. (as seen in the ‘Black Report’, and the academic literature that followed such as the ‘Widening Gap’, etc.) [3-6].

Apart from, or indeed due to, its key goals and expectations, wide spectrum and inequality predicaments, health-care requires funding. Health expenditure in most advanced countries ranges from 6 to 11.5% of GDP with a significant part of it being public [may we however note that even a private share of total expenditure denotes a political decision too] as recent OECD data show [7]. Additionally, health services are among the largest employers with the UK NHS being in 2012 the fifth largest employer in
the world (some of the other four being the US armed forces, the Chinese army and companies operating internationally) [8], whereas one should add to the NHS employees, a full time equivalent number of pharmaceutical employees (often at the end of the day also funded by the national exchequer) as to acquire a better and more complete picture. Moreover, we should keep in mind that the (UK for that matter) NHS is (was some years ago) both served every day by 90,000 doctors; about 480,000 nurses, midwives, paramedics and assistants; 200,000 practice and auxiliary staff etc.; and used by 1,200,000 people [9]. It becomes crystal clear that every person is a potential user, or indeed in a most probable need to use (if available) some kind of health service (be it diagnostic, therapeutically, pharmaceutical, supportive, monitoring, rehabilitation, or whatever) at least once in his or her life. Last but not least, absence of health causes problems in lost workforce-hours and it may subsequently cause production losses [10-12].

Therefore, health-care provision is one of the few activities that combine a large spectrum of ‘properties’. It affects all (even a decision not to offer or financially support health services is a political decision with certain repercussions), it costs heavily (either through public–regardless of via taxation or compulsory social insurance contribution–, or through private pay), employs many, whilst its absence has side costs too. Last but not least absence or withdrawal of health care services may lead to protests and even political unrest.

Additionally, since according to an understanding of politics based upon Lasswell’s approach (and paraphrasing a little), politics is ‘who takes what from whom, when and under what circumstances’ [13], any kind of such activity requires argumentative political foundations (that is some form of ideological and theoretical support and legitimacy, referring to the society-state-citizen relation). It also involves a wide range of actors and stakeholders such as tax-payers, patients and potential patients (these two latter being probably the same as the former but in different roles!) and their families and associates, planners and administrators, and of course health service personnel of all levels (from experienced world class medical professors to newly appointed porters). Once examining health-care stakeholders we should add health-care technology providers (either as shareholders and executives, or as employees of pharmaceutical companies, equipment producing companies, consumables producing companies etc.). These actors and stakeholders are often (at least in modern pluralistic democracies) associated in pressure and interest groups, such as staff trade unions, medical associations, industry (con-)federations etc., each aiming to promote its members interests. Last but not least, governmental decisions are made by political parties. These decisions face critique by opposition. All parties once elected in power (or in opposition) look forward to their next election victory. In other words health-care policy is related to political-theoretical argumentation (why should a polity spend–what-resources, for–whose-health care); party politics (what do parties advocate about health-care provision vis-à-vis their general manifestoes, how and e.g. (i) regarding party politics (a) through what process were these intra-party decisions made (?) (b) how does this affect party systems (?); (ii) regarding interest groups politics (c) what is the role of physicians’ trades unions, patients associations, pharmaceutical companies federations (?); (d) how do they gain positive outcomes for their members (?); etc.

It is for these reasons that health-care provision is seen by this short commentary as a top political issue, whereas followers of British politics know that it often becomes a key political argument in an election (or indeed in the 2016 ‘Brexit’ referendum). Coupling political science approaches the historical evolution and development of these services should be always kept in mind [13-15].

Last but not least such a pursuit requires the mobilisation and use of vast resources (human, durable, perishable, and non-material and other) via top-rate planning, directing, administering, monitoring and controlling, in other words by implementation of sound management an issue that, however important, remains out of the focus of this very paper.

After referring to issues that relate health-care provision to political issues, the remainder of this article will now on (II) turn upon, questions and methods that relate health-care studies to political science.

Political Science and the Study of Health-Care Services Provision

As argued above in section I, health care provision policy involves both political argumentation and process that is often confrontational and adversarial. Put another way, policy regarding health care provision, its scope and number of people covered is the outcome of implementation of political ideas and political theory, and of confrontations, conflicts or coalitions within a polity (or else ‘politics’) be they aiming at decisions, or regarding implementation once decisions launched into action and practice. Reference should be also made to the importance of the international environment either as a framework for the setting of domestic policies, or as a domain of assistance policies especially for the non-developed world, a research area also out of focuses of this article, however political.

Therefore, it is not only that health care provision is a key or else top political issue, it is that it can and in this article’s view also should be approached and analysed through the view and by the use of methods and tools of political science.

A publicly funded (either through taxation or through compulsory state administrated and if needed supported social insurance) national health-care service free at the point of delivery that is accessible to all can be both claimed through, and supported by a wide range of political theory postulations, occasionally conflicting each other, thus making us seem eclectic. Obviously such theories can be confronted and juxtaposed by other ones, not to mention approaches just analysing the functional need and contradictions of (publicly funded expensive) health care provision, a fact at the end of the day strengthening the argument about the close relation between health-care provision and political theory.
It is out of reach of a short commentary to provide a full, detailed and in-depth presentation and analysis of all political theory(-ies) in relation to health-care policy, something also attempted by Kennedy and Kennedy [16]. We will therefore contain ourselves in brief references rather to arguments than to theorists and books.

Turning to theories that can explain the functional necessity of some kind of intervention as to maintain productivity by keeping workforce healthy enough as to (re-)turn to the workplace, an idea based upon Marx’s [17] theory of labour and explored by the so called ‘German derivation school’ and ‘capital logic school’ that were prevalent in the late 1980’s early 1990’s [16,18], with remarks over contradictions between capitalism and the welfare state [19]. Political theory and political philosophy (alongside social theory and social philosophy) cutting through and proposing the individual-society-state-economy relations can be used (occasionally turning to ideologies and even party ideologies) to assist claims for the formation and sustaining of well-funded health-care services as the work of Vic George [20] has shown, or an exploration of Aristotle, More, Rousseau, Mill, Marshall, and Rawls among others may indicate. On the other hand political theory (other theorists) can be used indeed to counter and juxtapose arguments and contrary propose the need (alongside the positive repercussions of absence of such a publicly funded health service, and negative of its implementation as regards to individual freedom) to avoid or even annul if previously implemented of such a policy, as the work of Hayek, Buchanan, Friedman, and other ‘New Right’ theorists has demonstrated (occasionally also turning to ideology and party ideology indeed).

It is obvious that neither list of theories and theorists is complete, full and exclusive of additions, and that both are indicative as to support our argument about the key relation between political theory and political philosophy (that are acknowledged as key components and elements of political science) and health-care provision and its academic study, examination and analysis”.

Similarly, comparatives approaches can be used to group government choices with political party ideologies and explore whether socialist, social democratic, conservative, liberal and neo-liberal parties perform differently to each other regarding health-care (or even suggest different manifestoes) in analyses in a cross state level. In this case the question becomes if (according to a hypothesis) socialist and social-democratic parties and governments spend more, provide wider access to and of services than conservative and neo-liberal ones, an issue that can be explored via comparisons of the private/public expenditure mix, legislation, etc. seeking the relation between political parties, party politics and health care financing and provision via the scope of political ideology, party functions and representation at a level of liberalism, social democracy, conservatism etc. Such an approach, though using similar (or even the same) terminology as the one by Esping-Andersen [21], alongside the vast and very important social policy literature that followed regarding Conservative, Liberal and Social Democratic welfare regimes differs as it focuses upon political parties”. It should not be seen though as to confront the ‘welfare regimes’ approach but rather to compliment it by adding further problematiques such as political parties, party politics and political and party systems (e.g. Mair) to the realm of health care (and social policy more broadly) analysis”. Obviously, health care policy can be analysed through the examination of party politics not only on cross-state level, but within individual countries too regarding different government periods (e.g. the current –2017- developments in the USA and the attempts of the Trump administration to change ‘Obamacare’). Having noted that, we can refer to broader welfare issues also, and to relate it not just to party politics, but to party ideologies too, thinking of the Cameron leadership period of the Conservative Party and the ‘Big Society’ discourse versus welfare policies, as depicted in Taylor-Gooby and Stocker [22].

Additionally, health-care policy provision can be approached (especially regarding its day to day implementation and function) as the outcome of pressure groups actions using a pluralistic methodology.

**Brief Concluding Remarks**

This short article wishes to demonstrate, however briefly and through a first glance the key questions of whether health care provision is a political issue, and whether it can and should be approached via political science. It claims that health care regards all population members as potential users, costs expensively, employs many and operates within a social environment of inequalities, whilst its absence may cause problems at least in production, but in political tranquillity too. It is for these reasons that health-care provision is a political issue. On the other hand being a political issue, health-care provision policy can and should be analysed by the use of political theory, political sociology, comparative politics, etc., all of which are parts of political science. Having claimed that, the article does not wish either to exclude other approaches to health-care provision policy (e.g. through economics, fiscal studies, sociology, law, history, management etc.), but rather to invite to a productive academic dialogue. Neither does it wish to contain political science to the study of health-care services, as it can be used for the approach of all other state (and indeed social welfare state) actions to be they education, pensions, employment, child care etc., alongside broader issues such as defence, infrastructure, development, or whatever else concerns societies and polities. It additionally does not confine, but it rather encourages and invites political scientists interested and dealing with health-care provision policy to explore more aspects of political science such as political theory, party politics, comparative politics, alongside history of welfare as to show how we got where we currently are etc. It is just aiming to emphasise that health care is due to reasons approached one of the key concerns of polities, therefore a key political issue, and political science can be used as one of the ways to analyse health-care provision.

**Note:** These volumes are collections of various articles and chapters; individual chapters from the volumes have been also read [23,24]. As they have however significantly assisted...
in forming the arguments set in the paper, but not been directly quoted and the paper wishes to be a short commentary, we choose to refer only to the wider volumes, not to overload the reader.

As with the previous note above, we think it is neither helpful, nor necessary to include to the bibliography all references to the work of the theorists mentioned as no direct use of their work has been made. Easily we could cherry peak and refer to Aristotle’s Politics, More Utopia, Mill’s On Liberty and Utilitarianism, Rousseau’s Social Contract, Hayek’s Constitution of Liberty, Freedman’s Free to Choose etc. Also regarding the Esping-Andersen approach the literature that followed is vast including collective volumes [25].
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